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DIRECTIONS
for assembling the Tribune
Cirrus for Children. The up¬
per half of the page, "The
Ball-Playing Elephants," is a

complete set or act in itself.
So is the lower half. "The
Trained Dogs." First, with a

pair of scissors cut the two
sections apart. Then cut out
the various figures and ob¬
jects along the heavy black
lines. Then fold on the dot¬
ted lines. Cut out and fold
carefully. Cut slots where in¬
dicated and insert tabs. No
paste or glue is required un¬
less you desire to mount the
cut-outs on heavier paper or
thin pasteboard in order to
make them more secure and
last longer.
"The Ball-Playing Elephants"
consists of a catcher with his
glove and body protector, a

batter with his bat and a

pitcher with the ball. Slots
are provided so you may give
each player his proper base¬
ball equipment;
"The Trained Dog-«'" consists of a

clown, a lady trainer, seven dogs,
a motorcycle, a cap for the rider,
a hoop and three six-sided stools.
The little dog in the center of the
group of four larger ones is de¬
signed to sit on the top stool. The
other four dogs art arranged to

sit on the tops of the other two

stools.two to a stool. The little
jumping dog in the lower corner

should be inserted through slit in
hoop. The hoop should then be
put in place in the arms of the
lady trainer by means of the slots
provided. The large dog in upper
right hand corner is designed to

ride the motorcycle. In placing
the cap on his head, cut out slot
carefully and adjust so goggle
comes over eye. In placing dog on

1 motorcycle, first cut and fold ma¬

chine as indicated then insert
tab on dog's hind leg in slot of
footrest which extends through
motorcycle and insert tab on fore¬
leg in slot on the handle bar.


